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METHOD FOR CREATING PARALLEL 
PROCESSING SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to designing a parallel 
processing system and in particular to a method and appa 
ratus that generate hardware configuration information for a 
parallel processing system based on a definition file and to 
a method of simulating a parallel processing system based 
on a definition file. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002. A number of types of languages are used when 
designing LSIs and ASICs. High-level languages such as 
“C” that have a high degree of abstraction are languages on 
a procedural level and are Suited to showing how an entire 
process is executed in order on an instruction-by-instruction 
basis. Description on this level normally has no hardware 
dependency, is composed of application programs that can 
be received by a suitable computer, and is normally used to 
describe the specification of an LSI or an entire process 
executed by an LSI. Hardware description languages (HDL) 
such as Verilog-HDL or VHDL are also referred to as RTL 
and are used to describe, on a register transfer level, paths of 
special-purpose hardware for executing special-purpose 
instructions and/or a sequence for driving Such data paths. 
0003) An algorithm is defined as a group of a limited 
number of rules that are precisely defined to solve a problem 
and are performed with a given order. In conventional 
parallel processing, among an entire process (application) 
described by an algorithm proceeds to be performed in an 
order, some parts (processes) that can be independently 
executed are performed in parallel to reduce the processing 
time. When an application is executed by a system including 
hardware resources that are Suited to parallel processing in 
advance, the parts that can be processed in parallel are 
converted to parallel processes by a compiler in an attempt 
to improve the execution speed. 
0004 Also, when hardware is designed with the object of 
executing a dedicated application, a circuit is designed so as 
to process the parts in parallel, if the parts can be indepen 
dently executed, with the aim of reducing the processing 
time. A technology disclosed by Japanese Laid-Open Patent 
Publication No. H10-116302 is a method of designing a 
circuit for a process where the execution time is uncertain 
using HDL with parallel processing and synchronized com 
munication. In the synchronized communication, when two 
functions are executed in parallel, receiver process included 
in the two functions waits until the transmitter side can 
prepare, then the process proceeds after communication is 
completed. Accordingly, even though the functions are 
described in parallel, the functions are not carried out 
independently and therefore the execution time of the pro 
cessing varies. On the other hand, processes that do not 
require synchronized communication are performed inde 
pendently as parallel processes. These are technologies with 
an object of reducing the number of execution cycles by 
executing processes, out of the entire process provided in the 
Source language, that are written so as to be executed in 
parallel on a source program, so as to be executed in parallel 
or with using synchronized communication in the hardware 
design. 
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0005. In recent years, hardware for enabling parts of 
circuits constructing LSIS reconfigurable by Software has 
been provided. International Publication WO03/007 155 dis 
closes a technology that includes the fundamental units for 
reconfiguring of operation unit level, not a gate level, that 
are equipped with arithmetic and/or logical functions of a 
certain scale. Such as ALUs, and disposes a plurality of types 
of operation units in a matrix so that the time required by 
reconfiguration can be reduced. Since the operation units in 
Such a system where a plurality of operation units are 
disposed in a matrix are respectively capable of executing 
processes in parallel, the system can be thought of as having 
hardware resources Suited to a huge number of parallel 
processes. However, a design system Suited to designing a 
system that is Suited to this type of parallel processing has 
not been provided. 
0006 High-level languages such as “C” that are suited to 
Software design have a premise of processing an algorithm 
with the rules included in the algorithm in a temporal order 
or in a time sequential. Accordingly, a configuration is used 
where instructions are sequentially executed as a program 
counter advances, with it being difficult to introduce parallel 
concepts that are not sequential. Even if the describing of 
instructions in parallel is permitted, this is limited to spa 
tially expanding processes that can be independently 
executed in parallel within a range where the temporal order 
is not violated, and it is not possible to aggressively use 
hardware resources Suited to parallel processing. In addition, 
since instructions that do not depend on hardware are 
described in a high-level language, it is unclear at what 
timing instructions described in parallel will actually start 
and end on the hardware. Accordingly, even if the hardware 
space for processing is spatially expanded, the designer will 
not be able to define or even grasp what kind of parallel 
processing is actually carried out on the hardware. 
0007 Since HDL describes circuit arrangements that 
operate independently, it is fundamentally able to describe 
parallel processing. Also, since it is clear what the hardware 
is, it will be possible to investigate and adjust the timing at 
which processing is executed. For this reason, it is possible 
to write HDL descriptions that will realize an algorithm 
given in a high-level language. However, since HDL 
description is written with the premise of specific hardware, 
there is no general-purpose applicability, and it is not 
possible to realize the same algorithm on different hardware. 
In addition, if the hardware for which the HDL description 
has been written is not known, it will not be possible to 
understand the algorithm included in that HDL description. 
0008. At the level of microprograms obtained as a result 
of compiling high-level language for specific or particular 
hardware, there are technologies such as VLIW where 
instructions that can be executed completely independently 
are written in parallel and SuperScalar techniques where a 
plurality of instructions are simultaneously fetched and 
instructions that can be executed in parallel are found. These 
technologies improve the execution speed by executing 
processes, out of the processes that are arranged in temporal 
order, which can be performed spatially in parallel on a 
plurality of pipelines provided for executing Such processes, 
and are no different to high-level languages in that a part of 
process where the temporal order is not violated is spatially 
expanded. That is, microprograms themselves are program 
ming language and therefore sequential processing where 
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instructions are executed in order as a program counter 
advances is also required for the VLIW and superscalar 
technologies. In addition, microprograms have a premise of 
special-purpose hardware and lack general-purpose applica 
bility in the same way as HDL. 
0009. In this way, out of programming languages that are 
executed as a program counter advances, high-level lan 
guages have general-purpose applicability and facilitate 
Software design, but the parts that can be spreading to 
parallel processing are limited to processes that can be 
executed independently of the program counter advancing, 
and it is difficult to effectively use operation units suited to 
a large number of parallel processes. Also, for high-level 
languages that do not depend on hardware, the timing of 
parallel processing is not known, and therefore a design that 
effectively executes an application by using a large number 
of operation units disposed in a matrix in parallel is not 
possible. Although it is possible to describe parallel pro 
cessing in HDL, even if an algorithm is described in HDL, 
it is only possible to describe an algorithm with a premise of 
specific hardware, and therefore knowledge of the specific or 
particular hardware is required. It is not easy for a software 
technician to understand the functions, input and output 
timing, and the like of many types of operation units 
disposed in a matrix for designing an application in HDL. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0010. In the present invention, there is provided a defi 
nition file that includes a plurality of parallel descriptions 
that respectively define a plurality of parallel processes 
performed independently and in Synchronization by a sys 
tem including a plurality of elements that operate in parallel. 
The plurality of parallel descriptions include a first parallel 
description showing a first parallel process with a plurality 
of data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, with data 
with the same latency from input in the system being 
inputted into the plurality of data inputs. In this definition 
file, using descriptions with no hardware dependency, it is 
possible to define an algorithm in a state where a program 
counter is not required. That is, according to the definition 
file, although the parallel descriptions resemble a conven 
tional high-level language, by the parallel descriptions with 
no temporal order, it is possible to describe an order included 
in an algorithm spatially and not temporally. 
0011. The definition file defines a procedure of a job 
(application) to be processed; Such an aspect is common to 
a program with conventional language. However, as a gen 
eral rule, statements of programming language are written so 
that stated instructions to a computer are executed in order 
from the start, that is, together with the passage of time. 
Accordingly, to execute an algorithm defined by a program 
ming language, it is necessary to provide controls according 
to a program counter showing the order of the instructions 
to be executed. Since the instructions written in the program 
are executed in order according to the program counter, 
when an instruction that includes a variable is executed, the 
state of the variable will be unambiguously determined by 
instructions performed before that instruction in time. 
Accordingly, the defined algorithm is properly executed and 
there are no cases where execution is not possible. 
0012. The definition file of the present invention includes 
a plurality of parallel descriptions that respectively define a 
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plurality of parallel processes that are performed indepen 
dently and in synchronization. Accordingly, to execute the 
parallel processing defined by the definition file of the 
present invention, a program counter showing a temporal 
order is not required. In addition, in the definition file, an 
algorithm can be defined by including a parallel description 
showing or indicating a parallel process into which output 
data the other parallel process is inputted. However, in 
parallel descriptions with variables, if the course or history 
of variables is not unambiguously determined, there is the 
possibility that the algorithm will not be executed as 
intended. In a first parallel description showing a first 
parallel process including a plurality of data inputs, by 
understanding that data with a same latency from input into 
the system is inputted into the plurality of data inputs, 
variables are prevented from becoming unstable or uncer 
tain. Accordingly, in the definition file, variables are unam 
biguously determined for each parallel description and 
therefore the algorithm can be correctly defined by the 
parallel descriptions. Also, in the definition file, the parallel 
processes according to the parallel descriptions are pro 
cesses to be executed completely independently, the algo 
rithm can be correctly described without extra processing 
Such as Synchronized communication and without Solving 
timing problems with specifying hardware. 
0013 In the present specification, the expression “the 
inputted data have the same latency means that the inputted 
data are data (data groups) that are loaded together into the 
system at the same time (synchronously) or data (data 
groups) that were loaded in Synchronization and then pro 
cessed by one or a plurality of parallel processes. That is, 
data with the same or identical latency are data inputted into 
the system at the same timing or data produced by Such data 
being processed by the other parallel process. 

0014. The definition file of the present invention includes 
a plurality of parallel descriptions. Such an aspect is common 
to HDL, and therefore a program counter is not required to 
execute parallel processes according to the plurality of 
parallel descriptions. Accordingly, the definition file can be 
said to describe hardware. In addition, the definition file 
includes a parallel description showing a parallel process 
with a data input in which output data of another parallel 
process is inputted, and when there are a plurality of data 
inputs, the data inputted into Such data inputs are determined 
unambiguously. Therefore, according to the present inven 
tion, it is possible to provide a hardware description lan 
guage that can define an algorithm correctly and understand 
ably to the user. Additionally, even if the hardware is not 
understood in detail, the data are unambiguously inputted 
into the respective parallel processes, and therefore it is not 
necessary to have detailed information or knowledge of the 
hardware that actually performs the parallel processes. 
Accordingly, the definition file of the present invention is not 
dependent on the actual hardware and can describe hardware 
without a premise of specific hardware. For this reason, the 
definition file is an extremely general-purpose hardware 
description language that is hardware independent. There 
fore, the definition file is a tool or description suited to 
allowing a Software technician to easily design or generate 
an LSI or ASIC, and in particular, an LSI or ASIC including 
a large number of parallel processing elements. 
0015. In addition, when the plurality of parallel descrip 
tions included in the definition file of the present invention 
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are aligned in order of the latency of the data inputted 
therein, the plurality of parallel descriptions will be aligned 
in order of the time passing or history of the variables from 
inputting therein. In this state, the definition file has an 
aspect that is common to a program in which instructions are 
aligned in the order of execution. Accordingly, a Software 
technician can produce a definition file of the present 
invention with the same feeling as when producing a normal 
program. For this reason also, the definition file is a tool 
extremely Suited to having a Software technician easily 
design and produce an LSI or ASIC. Also, according to the 
definition file of the present invention, it is possible to 
spatially lay out an algorithm using a plurality of elements 
capable of parallel processing, and therefore an application 
can be executed at high speed by effectively utilizing a 
system including a large number of elements that operate in 
parallel. 
0016. In the definition file of the present invention, for 
each parallel description, the latency of the input data should 
be the same, and the timing is adjusted. Accordingly, when 
hardware is formed according to a definition file, it is 
necessary to adjust the timing of the input data in units of 
parallel processes defined by the parallel descriptions. The 
elements for executing the parallel processes may be opera 
tion units that perform operations in bit units. In a parallel 
processing system where operation units with a certain 
degree of operation functioning, Such as ALUs, are disposed 
in a matrix, it is possible to execute the parallel processes by 
mapping the parallel descriptions to one or a plurality of the 
operation units. To adjust the timing in units of the parallel 
descriptions, it is sufficient to add operation units for delay 
ing, and therefore the definition file of the present invention 
is Suited to describing a parallel processing system where a 
plurality of types of operation units are connected to realize 
a hardware configuration Suited to an application. This 
means that by using the definition file of the present inven 
tion, it is possible to efficiently design and develop a parallel 
processing system, and also to simulate the same. 
0017. The definition file of the present invention can be 
provided having been recorded on a computer-readable 
recording medium, and based on the definition file, by using 
a computer, it is possible to form a parallel processing 
system including a plurality of types of elements that operate 
in parallel. That is, the plurality of parallel descriptions in 
the definition file include a first parallel description indicat 
ing a first parallel process with a plurality of data inputs 
including at least one data input into which output data of 
another parallel process is inputted. By using a method for 
forming including a first step of generating, in accordance 
with the definition file and based on a hardware library in 
which information on the plurality of types of elements is 
stored, hardware configuration information including circuit 
configurations (a hardware configuration) for executing the 
parallel processes defined by the parallel descriptions of the 
definition file and a second step of adding a delay element 
to the hardware configuration information so that data with 
a same latency from input into the parallel processing 
system are inputted into the plurality of data inputs of the 
circuit configuration for executing a first parallel process, it 
is possible to generate information for configuring hardware 
in which an algorithm defined by the definition file is 
spatially laid out using a plurality of types of elements and 
therefore possible to form a parallel processing system that 
executes an application. 
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0018. The time (the number of cycles) consumed by 
elements of the respective types can be known from the 
hardware library in which information related to specific 
hardware is stored. When a parallel process has a plurality 
of data inputs, by referring to the hardware library, it is 
possible to add a delay element Suit to specific or specified 
hardware premised so that the latency of the data inputted 
into the plurality of data inputs have the same latency, and 
to correctly map the algorithm defined by a definition file to 
the specific hardware. When the hardware is such that the 
plurality of elements execute processing in synchronization 
with a clock, information on the number of cycles consumed 
by each of the plurality of types of elements is stored in the 
hardware library, and in the second step, a delay element 
corresponding to a number of cycles consumed by at least 
one of the plurality of types of elements is added. 
0019. A parallel processing system may be with a fixed 
hardware configuration. The parallel processing system 
alternatively may be reconfigurable into different hardware 
configuration by changing the connections between a plu 
rality of types of elements. For a reconfigurable parallel 
processing system, hardware configuration information 
including information showing a plurality of different hard 
ware configurations is generated. 
0020. The method for forming a parallel processing sys 
tem can be provided with an apparatus, for example, a 
compiler, that arranges a system including a plurality of 
types of elements that operate in parallel. This compiler is an 
apparatus for forming, in accordance with a definition file, a 
parallel processing system including a plurality of types of 
elements that operate in parallel, the apparatus including a 
first means for generating, based on a hardware library in 
which information on the plurality of types of elements is 
stored, hardware configuration information including circuit 
configurations for executing the parallel processes defined 
by the parallel descriptions of the definition file, the circuit 
configurations including at least one of the plurality of types 
of elements, and a second means for adding a delay element 
to the hardware configuration information so that data with 
a same latency from input into the parallel processing 
system are inputted into the plurality of data inputs of the 
circuit configuration for executing a first parallel process. In 
addition, a program or program product for realizing this 
process for designing a parallel system on a computer 
equipped with Suitable resources can be recorded onto a 
recording medium or provided using a computer network. 
The program for designing the parallel processing system 
includes instructions that can cause a computer to execute a 
process including the first step and the second step described 
above. 

0021. The definition file of the present invention is suited 
to forming or generating a parallel processing system includ 
ing a plurality of types of operation units where the plurality 
of types of operation units are of a scale that enables one 
parallel process to be process by one operation unit. Accord 
ingly, in the hardware library, it is preferable to provide 
information on the plurality of types of operation units that 
have a scale whereby one parallel process is processed by 
one operation unit. The plurality of types of elements may 
operate in bit units. However, the parallel processes 
described in the definition file are normally data processing 
in byte or word units. Accordingly, it is preferable for 
information on a plurality of types of operation units that can 
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execute different operations in byte or word units to be 
prepared in the hardware library and for a parallel process 
ing system in which a plurality of operation units are 
disposed to be generated. 

0022. For a parallel processing system providing with a 
plurality of types of operation units disposed in a matrix and 
changing the configuration of a network or circuit wiring 
that connects such operation units to reconfigure different 
hardware configurations, hardware configuration informa 
tion including information showing a plurality of different 
hardware configurations Suited to executing a content of the 
definition file can be generated using a compiler or a 
program for a compiler. 
0023 Forming a parallel processing system according to 
the definition file may include a variety of optimizations. 
When the plurality of parallel descriptions include a second 
parallel description that defines a second parallel process 
including shared processing that is common to at least part 
of a third parallel process defined by a third parallel descrip 
tion, in the first step, a shared circuit configuration including 
at least one of the plurality of types of elements can be 
generated for the shared processing, and, in Such case, in the 
second step, a delay element is added to a circuit configu 
ration for executing a difference between the second parallel 
process and the shared processing as the circuit configura 
tion for executing the first parallel process. The circuit 
configuration for executing the difference between the sec 
ond parallel process and the shared processing usually 
becomes a configuration with a plurality of data inputs like 
that of the first parallel process. By the above, the consump 
tion of hardware resources such as elements and wiring for 
connecting the elements used to arrange the circuit can be 
Suppressed. 

0024 One of the plurality of types of operation units for 
the parallel processing system may include means for chang 
ing its process according to an input from the outside. 
Corresponding to this, the plurality of parallel descriptions 
should preferably include a parallel description describing 
parallel process where the processing content changes 
according to an input from the outside. It is possible to 
design a parallel processing system where the processing 
content can be changed even if the network or circuit wiring 
does not change. It is also possible to change the processing 
content of operation units together with the network or the 
circuit wiring, so that a reconfigurable parallel processing 
system can be designed even more flexibly. 

0.025 Based on a definition file of the present invention, 
it is possible to simulate a system including a plurality of 
types of elements that operate in parallel. A method of 
simulating and simulator for a system including a plurality 
of types of elements that operate in parallel based on a 
definition file include a step of executing or means for 
executing a plurality of parallel processes included in the 
definition file, when executing a parallel description with a 
plurality of input data, data with a same latency from input 
into the system are used as the plurality of input data. The 
present invention also provides a program or program prod 
uct for causing a computer to simulate a system including a 
plurality of types of elements that operate in parallel based 
on a definition file, with the program being recorded onto a 
suitable recording medium such as a CD-ROM or being 
provided via a computer network. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0026 FIG. 1 shows an outline of configuration for gen 
erating DDDL, which is hardware configuration informa 
tion, from DIDL that is a definition file. 
0027 FIG. 2 schematically shows a reconfigurable par 
allel processing system. 

0028 FIG. 3 shows a parallel processing system where a 
plurality of elements that operate independently in parallel 
are disposed in a matrix. 

0029 FIG. 4(a) shows an example of DIDL, and FIG. 
4(b) shows a different example of DIDL. 
0030 FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing an outline of pro 
cessing of a compiler. 

0031 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an outline of 
arrangement of a compiler. 

0032 FIG. 7(a) shows an example of DIDL, and FIG. 
7(b) shows a circuit configuration corresponding to the 
DIDL. 

0033 FIG. 8(a) shows a different example of DIDL, 
FIG. 8(b) shows an optimized example, and FIG. 8(c) 
shows a circuit configuration corresponding to the same. 

0034 FIG. 9(a) shows yet another example of DIDL, and 
FIG. 9(b) shows a circuit configuration corresponding to the 
DIDL. 

0035 FIG. 10 shows a different example of DIDL. 
0036 FIG. 11 shows a circuit configuration correspond 
ing to the DIDL shown in FIG. 10. 

0037 FIG. 12 shows a state where the circuit configu 
ration shown in FIG. 11 is mapped in a matrix unit. 

0038 FIG. 13 shows an overall arrangement that simu 
lates at a DIDL level. 

0039 FIG. 14 is a flowchart schematically showing the 
processing of a simulator at the DIDL level. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0040 FIG. 1 shows an outline of procedure for designing 
hardware using a definition file included in the present 
invention. A definition file 1 is called DIDL (Device Inde 
pendent Description Language), and is converted by a 
compiler 2, which refers to information in a hardware library 
3, to hardware configuration information 4 that uses the 
hardware information stored in the library 3. The hardware 
configuration information 4 is called DDDL (Device Depen 
dent Description Language). The compiler 2 is realized 
using a general-purpose computer 9 equipped with Suitable 
hardware resources and functions as a compiler by installing 
a program 5 for parallel system designing that interprets the 
DIDL 1 and generates the DDDL 4. The DIDL 1 is provided 
by storing on a computer-readable recording medium 6. Such 
as a CD-ROM or a magnetic disk. The DIDL 1 is also 
provided via communication Such as a computer network 
like the Internet, with the provided DIDL 1 being used 
having been recorded on a suitable recording medium that 
composes part of the computer 9. 
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0041 FIG. 2 shows one example of a processor equipped 
with a parallel processing system. This processor is a 
Reconfigurable Processor (hereinafter RP) disclosed by 
International Publication WO03/007 155 that was filed by 
the present applicant. The RP 20 includes: a basic processor 
21 with a general-purpose configuration that carries out 
general-purpose processing including error handling based 
on an instruction set provided by a program or the like; an 
AAP (Adaptive Application Processor) 50 in which one or 
a plurality of data paths (that are called sometime data flows 
or virtual data flows) that are suited to specific or special 
purpose data processing are variably formed using arith 
metic and/or logical operation elements disposed in a 
matrix; an interrupt control unit 22 that controls. interrupt 
processing to the AAP50; a clock generating section 28 that 
supplies an operation clock signal to the AAP50; an FPGA 
unit 27 for further improving the flexibility of the operation 
circuits that can be provided by the RP20; and a bus control 
unit 29 that controls inputs and outputs of data to and from 
the periphery. The basic processor 21 and the AAP 50 are 
connected via a data bus 24a that can exchange data between 
the basic processor 21 and the AAP50 and an instruction bus 
24b for controlling the configuration and operation of the 
AAP 50 from the basic processor 21. Also, an interrupt 
signal is supplied from the AAP 50 to the interrupt control 
unit 22 via a signal line 25 so that when the processing of the 
AAP 50 ends or an error occurs during processing, the State 
of the AAP 50 can be fed back to the basic processor 21. 
0042. The AAP 50 and the FPGA 27 are connected by a 
data bus 26 so that data is supplied from the AAP 50 to the 
FPGA 27, processing is carried out, then the processing 
result is returned to the AAP 50. The AAP 50 is also 
connected to the bus control unit 29 by a load bus 23a and 
a store bus 23b so that data can be exchanged between the 
AAP 50 and an external data bus to the RP 20. The basic 
processor 21 is also connected to the bus control unit 29 via 
a bus 21 a and can therefore exchange data with the external 
data bus. 

0043 FIG.3 schematically shows the AAP 50. The AAP 
50 includes a matrix unit 51 in which a plurality of logic 
elements (logic blocks or logic units (hereinafter referred to 
as "elements') that perform arithmetic and/or logical opera 
tions are disposed in a matrix, an input buffer 52a that 
supplies data to the matrix unit 51, and an output buffer 52b 
that stores data outputted from the matrix unit 51. The input 
buffer 52a and the output buffer 52b are respectively com 
posed of four Small-capacity input buffers, and are con 
nected to the input and output buses 23a and 23b via an 
access arbitration unit 54. 

0044) This matrix unit 51 is a kernel integrated circuit 
part of a parallel processing system in which data paths and 
data flows can be reconfigured, and has elements 55, which 
are a plurality of types of operation units that operate in 
parallel, arranged in an array or matrix to construct four lines 
in the vertical direction. Information on the plurality of types 
of elements included in the matrix 51 is stored in the 
hardware library 3. Between the elements 55, the matrix unit 
51 includes row wire sets 57 that extend in the horizontal 
direction and column wire sets 58 that extend in the vertical 
direction. The respective column wire sets 58 are composed 
of a pair of wire sets 58x and 58y disposed on the left and 
right respectively of the operation units 55 aligned in the 
column direction. Switching units 59 are disposed at inter 
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sections of the row wire sets 57 and the column wire sets 58 
and are capable of selecting and connecting any channel 
included in the row wire sets 57 to any channel included in 
the column wire sets 58. The switching units 59 each include 
a configuration RAM that stores settings, and by rewriting 
the content of the configuration RAM according to data 
supplied from the processor unit 21, it is possible to freely 
and dynamically control the connections between the row 
wire sets 57 and the column wire sets 58. In the matrix unit 
51, it is possible to freely and dynamically change the 
configuration of data flows formed by connecting all or a 
part of the plurality of elements 55 using the wire sets 57 and 
58. 

0045. In the RP20, these elements 55 operate in parallel, 
and information of the function, delay, conditions for input/ 
output data, and the like of the various types of elements 55 
are stored in the hardware library 3. These elements 55 
operate in Synchronization with the clock signal Supplied 
from a clock generating unit 28, with the number of cycles 
(the number of clocks) consumed depending on the element 
type and the processing executed inside the respective 
elements. The number of cycles consumed by processing 
input data and then outputting is stored in the hardware 
library 3 as delay information for the respective types of 
elements. The arrangement of the various types of elements 
55, and information on the wire sets 57 and 58 and the 
switching units 59 are also stored in the hardware library 3 
and connection information for the elements 55 (a data flow 
configuration) for realizing the algorithm defined by the 
DIDL 1 is generated from the compiler 2 as the hardware 
configuration information (DDDL) 4. This means that by 
controlling the matrix unit 51 so that the elements 55 are 
connected by the wire sets 57 and 58 according to the DDDL 
4, it is possible to spatially lay out or map the algorithm 
defined by the DIDL 1 using the elements 55 of the matrix 
unit 51. 

0046) The respective elements 55 include a pair of selec 
tors 53 for selecting the input data from one pair of column 
wire sets 58x and 58, and an internal data path unit 56 that 
performs specific arithmetic and/or logic operation process 
ing on the selected input data and outputs a result to the row 
wire sets 57 as output data. The elements 55 are disposed in 
the matrix unit 51 so that elements 55 of different types 
including internal data path units 56 for executing different 
process are aligned on different rows. For example, the 
elements 55 disposed on the first row include data path units 
(LD) 56i suited to processing that receives data from the 
input buffer 52a. The elements 55a disposed on the second 
row are elements for writing data from an external device 
into the input buffer 52a and include data path units (BLA) 
56a equipped with internal data paths Suited to generating an 
address for a block load. For all of the elements 55 that 
construct the matrix unit 51, the configuration of the internal 
data path and/or initial values thereof can be changed to a 
certain extent. Such settings are designated by control sig 
nals sent from the basic processor 21 via the control bus 24b 
into the configuration RAM of each element 55. 
0047. The elements 55b disposed on the third row include 
internal data path units (LDA) 56b that generate input read 
addresses for loading desired data from respective input 
RAMs into the matrix unit 51. The elements 55c disposed on 
the fourth and fifth rows include data path units (SMA) 56c 
Suited to arithmetic operations and logic operations. A data 
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path unit 56c includes a shift unit, a masking unit, a logic 
operation unit (ALU) and configuration RAM for setting 
these units for performing specific operation. According to 
an instruction written by the processor 21, adding or Sub 
tracting, a comparison, a logical AND or a logical OR on the 
data inputted into the matrix unit 51 can be performed by the 
elements, with the result being outputted as an output signal 
of elements 55. 

0.048. The elements 55d disposed on the next row down 
include data path units (DEL) 56d suited to processing that 
delays the timing at which data is transferred. The elements 
55e disposed on a further row down include data path units 
(MUL) 56e that are equipped with a multiplier or the like 
and are Suited to multiplication processing. As yet different 
elements 55f elements including data path units 56f as 
interfaces with the FPGA 27 provided outside the matrix 
unit 51 are also included, so that data can be supplied to the 
FPGA27, processed therein, and then returned to the matrix 
unit 51 and subjected to further processing. 
0049 Elements 55g and 55h that are respectively pro 
vided with data path units 56g and 56h suited to generating 
addresses for store operations are also disposed in the matrix 
unit 51 that is a reconfigurable semiconductor circuit block. 
These elements perform control to output data to an external 
device via the output buffer 52b. Finally, elements 55 
provided with data path units (ST) 56s suited to outputting 
data to be stored are disposed on the lowest level. Accord 
ingly, by dynamically changing the connections of the 
elements 55, it is possible to flexibly configure a variety of 
data flows on the matrix unit 51, and therefore a variety of 
processing can be performed. 
0050 FIG. 4(a) and FIG. 4(b) show simple examples of 
the DIDL. The DIDL 10a shown in FIG. 4(a) includes 
parallel descriptions 11a and 11b on two rows. The parallel 
description 11a defines a process 12a that Substitutes a 
variable “b’ into a variable “a”. Similarly, the parallel 
description 11b defines a process 12b that substitutes the 
variable “a” into a variable “c”. Accordingly, the process 12b 
has the output data of another process, i.e., the process 12a, 
as a data input. In the DIDL 10a, these processes 12a and 
12b are parallel processes that are independently carried out 
in synchronization by elements that operate in parallel, with 
the DIDL 10a showing a hardware configuration that can 
independently carry out the parallel processes 12a and 12b 
in synchronization. In the hardware defined by the DIDL 
10a, if the variables (a, b, c) are (1, 2, 3) in a given cycle to, 
the variables will become (2, 2, 1) in the next cycle t1. 
0051) On the other hand, if the description of the DIDL 
10a is understood to be a program 19a, the variable “c” will 
become 2, and therefore the obtained result will differ. 
However, with the hardware defined by the DIDL 10a, in the 
cycle t2 that follows the cycle t1, the variables (a, b, c) will 
become (2, 2, 2), and therefore the same result is obtained 
as when the description of the DIDL 10a is understood to be 
the program 19a. 

0052. In the DIDL 10a' shown in FIG. 4(b), the order of 
the parallel descriptions 11a and 11b is interchanged, but 
since the processes 12a and 12b corresponding to the 
respective descriptions are performed independently, the 
operation results of the respective cycles to to t2 do not 
change. On the other hand, if the descriptions in FIG. 4(b) 
are understood to be a program 19b, the order of the 
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processes 12a and 12b will be interchanged, and therefore 
variables (a, b, c) will become (2, 2, 1). That is, the results 
of the program in which the processes have been inter 
changed match the values in the cycle t1 of the DIDL 10a 
or 10b. 

0053. In this way, it is possible to describe hardware that 
realizes the algorithm of either of the programs 19a and 19b 
using the DIDL 10a, however, the cycle in which the same 
result is obtained differs between the programs 19a and 19b. 
For this reason, with the present invention, the DIDL 10a is 
a definition file that can maps an algorithm in the parallel 
system using parallel descriptions showing a parallel process 
where output data of at least one other parallel process is 
used as at least one data input. In addition, in a parallel 
description (a first parallel description) showing a parallel 
process (a first parallel process) with a plurality of data 
inputs, the plurality of data inputs are defined as inputs of 
data that have same latency from input into the system, that 
is, the matrix unit 51, thereby making it possible to define a 
hardware configuration that can operate according to the 
same algorithm as a program. 
0054 FIG. 5 schematically shows the processing of the 
compiler9 for the DIDL. First, in step 31, the DIDL1 is read 
out and then in step 32, parallel descriptions included in the 
DIDL1 are interpreted. Based on a hardware configuration 
stored in the hardware library 3, a circuit configuration for 
executing the parallel processing shown by the parallel 
descriptions is generated. To generate the hardware configu 
ration information 4 that performs parallel processing using 
the matrix unit 51 of the reconfigurable processor shown in 
FIG. 3, circuit configurations are generated using informa 
tion about the various types of elements 55 and information 
about the wire sets 57 and 58 and the Switches 59 stored in 
the hardware library 3 to include the elements 55 and operate 
in parallel, and the result is stored in a suitable memory of 
the compiler 2 as the DDDL 4 of the hardware configuration 
information. Examples of the information on the respective 
elements 55 include operations and functions, input condi 
tions, and processing cycles. Since the number and arrange 
ment of the elements 55 are fixed in the matrix unit 51, 
generated hardware information 4 includes the circuit con 
figurations for executing the parallel processes with infor 
mation on the elements 55 selected for the parallel processes 
and circuit information on the positions of the elements 55 
and wiring routes for connecting the selected elements 55. 
When a circuit configuration generated in step 32 includes a 
plurality of data inputs, in step 33, to have data with the same 
latency from input into the parallel processing system, that 
is, the matrix unit 51, inputted into the plurality of data 
inputs, factors of the delay elements 55d provided with the 
data path units (DEL) 56d are added to the DDDL 4. 
Accordingly, when the DIDL 1 includes a first parallel 
description showing a first parallel process with a plurality 
of data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, to have 
data with the same latency from input into the parallel 
processing system inputted into the plurality of data inputs 
of the circuit configuration generated in step 32 and includ 
ing the first parallel processing, in step 33 one or more delay 
element are added to the DDDL 4 that is the hardware 
configuration information. 
0055. In addition, in steps 32 and 33, a variety of opti 
mizations are carried out. When a parallel process (a second 
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parallel process) defined by a parallel description included in 
the DIDL 1 includes shared processing that is the same as 
and common to at least part of a parallel process (a third 
parallel process) defined by another parallel description, in 
step 32, a shared circuit configuration including the common 
elements 55 are mapped for the shared processing, and in 
step 33, delay elements 55d are added if necessary to the 
elements 55 not included in the shared configuration, that is, 
the circuit configuration for executing the difference process 
between second parallel process and the shared process, to 
adjust the latency. 

0056) Next, in step 34, the DDDL 4 including the circuit 
configurations generated in steps 32 and 33 and information 
for connecting the same is outputted. The matrix unit 51 can 
be reconfigured to a different hardware configuration by 
changing the connections of the plurality of elements 55. 
The DDDL4 is information including a plurality of different 
hardware configurations, and therefore the matrix unit 51 
can be reconfigured by the DDDL 4. These steps can be 
performed on description by description basis of the parallel 
descriptions included in the DIDL 1, and it is also possible 
to perform these steps at once for some or all of the parallel 
descriptions included in the DIDL 1. 
0057 The method for forming a parallel processing sys 
tem including the steps 31 to 34 is provided and the method 
can be distributed by a compiler program or program 
product 5 recorded on a Suitable recording medium to cause 
a general-purpose computer 9 to execute the respective 
processes of the steps 31 to 34. It is also possible to provide 
a program product via a network. By installing the program 
5 into the general-purpose computer 9, the general-purpose 
computer can be used as the compiler 2. As shown in FIG. 
6, the computer 9 on which the compiler program 5 is 
installed operates as a compiler 2 including: a function 35 
for reading the DIDL 1; a function (a first means) 36 for 
generating, based on the hardware library 3, a circuit con 
figuration for executing parallel processing described in the 
DIDL 1; a function (a second means) 37 that adds, when the 
circuit configuration has a plurality of data inputs, delay 
elements 55d so that data with matching latency from input 
into the matrix unit 51 is supplied to the plurality of data 
inputs; and a function 38 that outputs the generated circuit 
configuration, including connection information for connec 
tions between elements, as the DDDL 4. 

0058. In FIG. 7(a), a different example of DIDL is 
shown. The DIDL 10b includes a description 11c showing 
variables inputted into the system, i.e., the matrix unit 51 in 
the present embodiment, a description 11d showing an 
internal variable, and a description 11e showing an addition. 
When the DIDL 10b is read into the compiler 2 and 
processed, as shown in FIG. 7(b), a circuit configuration 18b 
including an operation element 55c equipped with the data 
path unit 56c capable of arithmetic operations is generated. 
In this circuit configuration 18b, the operation element 55c 
includes two data inputs where the variables “b” and “c” are 
inputted and a data output that outputs the variable “a”. 

0059. In FIG. 8(a), yet another example of DIDL is 
shown. This DIDL 10c includes, in addition to descriptions 
11c and 11d relating to variables, parallel descriptions 11f 
and 11g showing two parallel processes 12f and 12g. When 
this DIDL 10c is read out into the compiler 2, parallel 
processes 12f and 12g include a shared process, and there 
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fore in step 32, a shared circuit configuration 17c is gener 
ated for the shared part. That is, as shown in FIG. 8(b), the 
parallel processing 12g in the DIDL 10c is optimized to the 
parallel process 12g'. 
0060. The parallel process 12g that carries out the pro 
cessing for difference (i.e., not shared processing) is recog 
nized as the first parallel processing that includes a data 
input into which output data “a” of the other parallel process 
12f is inputted and a data input into which data “d that does 
not pass via the other parallel process 12f is inputted. 
Accordingly, the operation element 55c included in the 
circuit configuration that carries out parallel process 12g has 
an input into which the variable “a” is supplied and an input 
into which the variable “d' is supplied. The variable “a” is 
a variable that is delayed by a number of processing cycles 
of the operation element 55c compared to the variables “b' 
and 'c' inputted into the matrix unit 51. The variable “d' is 
a variable inputted into the matrix 51 at the same time as the 
variables “b” and “c'. For this reason, in step 33, to adjust 
the latency of variable “a” and variable “d’ inputted into the 
element 55c that performs the parallel process 12g, a delay 
element 55d that delays the variable “d’ inputted into the 
matrix unit 51 by a number of cycles of the operation 
element 55c that performs the parallel process 12f is 
inserted. 

0061 The number of cycles consumed when an addition 
is carried out by the operation element 55c is stored in the 
hardware library 3. In this case, in step 33, based on 
information stored in the hardware library 3, the delay 
element 55d that consumes an equivalent number of cycles 
to the number of cycles consumed by the element used for 
the addition is added to the DDDL 4. As a result, the DDDL 
4 is generated so as to include hardware configuration 
information including the circuit configuration 18c shown in 
FIG. 8(c) and is outputted from the compiler 2 in step 34. 
It should be noted that to simplify the explanation hereafter, 
unless noted otherwise, the case where elements perform 
processing in one cycle is described. 
0062 FIG. 9(a) shows yet another example of DIDL. 
This DIDL. 10d includes, in addition to descriptions 11c and 
11d relating to variables, parallel descriptions 11h to 11 k 
indicating four parallel processes 12h to 12k. When the 
DIDL 10c is read out into the compiler 2, first, in step 32 that 
generates a circuit configuration, a circuit configuration for 
executing the parallel processes 12h to 12k is generated 
using the operation elements 55c. One variable 'c' inputted 
into the parallel process 12k is the output of the parallel 
process 12h that has a variable “a” (hereinafter, “system 
input variable') inputted into the matrix 51 as an input. The 
other variable 'e' inputted into the parallel process 12k is an 
output of a parallel process 12i to which an output of a 
parallel process 12i is inputted, and to the parallel process 
12i, the system input variables “a” and “b' are inputted. 
Accordingly, in the step 33 that adjusts the latency, to adjust 
the latency of the variable “c” and the variable 'e' inputted 
into the parallel process 12k, a delay element 55d for 
delaying the variable “c” relative to the variable 'e' is added 
to supply the variable 'c' to a data input of the element 55c 
for performing the final addition. As a result, the circuit 
configuration 18d shown in FIG. 9(b) is generated and is 
outputted from the compiler 2 as hardware configuration 
information for connecting a plurality of elements 55, that is, 
the DDDL 4. 
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0063) When the descriptions in FIG. 9(a) are thought of 
as statements of a program 19d, the processes 12h to 12k are 
carried out in order from the top in accordance with the time 
axis. Accordingly, the variable “c” and the variable “e' 
subjected to the operation in the process 12k are respectively 
determined by the processes 12h and 12i carried out before 
hand. When the descriptions in FIG. 9(a) are thought of as 
simply describing a plurality of processes executed in par 
allel, the variable “c” and the variable 'e' used in the parallel 
process 12k will be values that were determined in the 
immediately preceding cycle, and therefore the output of the 
process 12k will differ to the case where the description is 
thought of as the program 19d. When the descriptions in 
FIG. 9(a) are thought of as descriptions of a definition file 
included in the present invention, that is, the DIDL. 10d, the 
variable 'c' and variable 'e' used in the parallel process 12k 
are interpreted as having the same latency. Accordingly, the 
variable “c” that is decided two cycles earlier is delayed by 
the delay element 55d and synchronized with the variable 
“e' that is decided one cycle earlier to input into the parallel 
process 12k. As a result, three cycles after input of the 
variables “a” and “b', the output “f” of the parallel process 
12k is consistent with that of the program 19d, so that the 
DIDL. 10d that describes the parallel processing obtains the 
same result as the program 19d. 
0064. With the DIDL 10d that describes parallel pro 
cesses, the processing content is the same even if the order 
of the descriptions 11h to 11 k included in the DIDL. 10d is 
changed. On the other hand, since the program 19d defines 
an algorithm with an order in which processes are aligned, 
that is, a time series or a time sequence, the processing 
content will differ if the statements are interchanged. How 
ever, by introducing a definition whereby the latency of the 
input variables is the same for a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions, a file written as a program can be understood as a file 
that defines parallel processing, that is, a file that defines 
hardware. As a result, by writing a program showing an 
algorithm in accordance with a time series as normal, a 
programmer can produce a definition file included in the 
present invention that describes the hardware of a parallel 
processing system. Accordingly, by using DIDL (the defi 
nition file) it is possible for a programmer to design hard 
ware with the same feeling as when producing a program. 
0065. In addition, in a definition file, the latency of 
variables inputted into a parallel process is merely under 
stood as being the same, with there being no premise of 
specific hardware. “Input variables with the same latency’ 
are either variables included in a data group loaded together 
into the system (in the present embodiment, the matrix 51) 
at the same timing (in Synchronization) or are variables that 
are produced by the other parallel process that process data 
in the data group loaded together in synchronization, and 
therefore, except that variables are that originate with the 
variables inputted into the system synchronously, the 
premise of specific hardware for designing actual hardware 
is not required. Accordingly, the definition file included in 
the present invention can even be called a file being 
described by a hardware description language that does not 
depend on hardware. That is, it is possible to interpret the 
definition file regardless of the hardware used as a premise, 
and if the hardware is specified, it is possible to lay out the 
algorithm described by the definition on such hardware. 
Accordingly, a definition file such as the DIDL of the present 
embodiment can be said to be capable of expanding an 
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algorithm not temporally but spatially. This means that by 
using the DIDL, an algorithm that can be described by a 
program can be executed by a plurality of elements. Such as 
the elements 55 in the present embodiment, that operate in 
parallel, and therefore DIDL is a description of a hardware 
configuration used for executing. 

0.066 FIG. 10 shows yet another example of DIDL. In 
this DIDL 10e, a process for finding a largest input variable 
“in” out of a predetermined number “numOfData” provided 
from the outside (periphery) is described. A part that follows 
a description 111 that sets an initial value describes parallel 
processing, and includes a parallel description 11m for a 
parallel process 12m that compares an input variable “in” 
with the highest value “a” so far and if so, sets the input 
variable “in” in the highest value 'a', a parallel description 
11n for a parallel process 12n that advances a counter, and 
a parallel description 110 for a parallel process 12o that 
outputs the highest value “a set by the process 12m when 
the value counted in the process 12n has reached the 
predetermined number “numOfData'. In the process 12O, to 
absorb the difference in cycles required by the above pro 
cesses 12m and 12n, delay elements are inserted to adjust the 
latency of the variables supplied to the two data inputs. 

0067 FIG. 11 schematically shows a hardware configu 
ration 18e produced by compiling the DIDL 10e. In step 32 
that generates the circuit configuration, the parallel process 
12m configures a circuit using an operation element 55C, the 
parallel process 12n configures a circuit using an address 
generating element 55b, and the parallel process 12O con 
figures a circuit using two operation elements 55c, thereby 
generating the DDDL 4 that shows the circuit configuration. 
The number of cycles consumed by the operation element 
55c that performs the process 12m is larger than the number 
of cycles consumed by the element 55b that performs the 
counting process 12n. A delay element 55d is added to the 
side of the parallel process 12o that inputs the counter value. 
By doing so, data Supplied to the data inputs of the parallel 
process 12O, that is, the latency of the output of the process 
12m and the output of the process 12n is adjusted. It should 
be noted that the matrix unit 51 is divided into three 
segments and the circuits for the processes 12m to 12o are 
configured in the first segment, and therefore the two delay 
elements 55d disposed on the output side of the process 12O 
pass the data through the other segments and transfer the 
data to the output element 56s. 

0068 FIG. 12 shows a state where the circuit configu 
ration shown in FIG. 11 has been laid out on the elements 
55 disposed in the matrix unit 51 shown in FIG. 3. In the 
present embodiment, the algorithm of the DIDL 10e is 
mapped in the matrix unit 51 of the reconfigurable processor 
20 where the elements 55 are disposed in a matrix in 
advance. As the information on the hardware configuration 
shown in FIG. 11, an arrangement of the selected elements 
and information on the wiring route that connects the 
selected elements, as shown in FIG. 12, are generated by the 
compiler 2 and outputted as the DDDL 4. It should be noted 
that the elements 55a and 55b that generate an address are 
used to input the input variable “in” from the outside. 
Although not shown, the elements 55g and 55h that generate 
output addresses are used in the same way. 
0069. The parallel processing system 20 of the present 
embodiment is a reconfigurable processor (an integrated 
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circuit apparatus) in which the elements 55 are disposed in 
a matrix, and as described above, the respective elements 55 
include operation functions of a certain scale Such as an 
ALU, and therefore a scale where one parallel process can 
be substantially carried out by one element is used. In 
addition, the respective elements 55 are operation units that 
are Suited to specific or dedicated processing of data in byte 
or word units, such as 8, 16, or 32 bits. The input data and 
output data are latched using a flip-flop or the like and 
synchronized using a clock signal. That is, inputs and 
outputs for the respective elements 55 are synchronized 
using a clock. Accordingly, the number of cycles consumed 
by the respective elements 55 can be estimated in advance. 
In addition, since the respective elements are provided with 
operation functions with a certain scale Suited to executing 
specific processing, it is possible to configure a circuit by 
assigning the parallel processes described by the DIDL 1 to 
hardware in units of elements. Accordingly, the number of 
cycles consumed by parallel processing can be easily esti 
mated by interpreting the DIDL 1 with a premise of mapping 
to the matrix unit 51 as the parallel processing system, which 
makes it easy to generate a circuit configuration and also 
easy to adjust the latency. For this reason, the RP 20 that is 
a data processing apparatus equipped with the matrix unit 
51, in which one parallel process can be substantially 
executed in units of elements that have a certain scale of 
processing performance, can be said to be an architecture 
suited to forming hardware from the definition file. 
0070 Also, since the parallel processing is laid out in 
units of the elements 55 and the number of cycles is 
managed, even if the function of a certain element 55 is 
changed by an input from the periphery while the applica 
tion defined by the DIDL1 is being executed, the application 
can still be executed without having an unpredictable effect 
on the other parallel processes. If the number of cycles 
fluctuates for an element 55 when the function changes, a 
delay element 55d can be connected to deal with this 
situation, with the number of cycles inside the delay element 
55d being changed in the same way according to an input 
from the periphery so that the timing of a specified element 
55 can be dynamically changed without having an effect on 
the data flow formed by other elements 55. 
0071 FIG. 13 shows a simulator 67 for the DIDL level 
simulation. This simulator 67 is configured by installing a 
simulator program 68 on a general-purpose computer 9. A 
program or program product 68 for having a computer 9 
simulate a system equipped with a plurality of types of 
elements that operate in parallel based on the DIDL 1 that is 
a definition file included in the present invention can also be 
provided by recording on a suitable recording medium Such 
as a CD-ROM or provided via a computer network. 
0072 FIG. 14 is a flowchart schematically showing the 
operation of the simulator 67. First, in step 71, the DIDL 1 
is read out. Next, in step 72, the plurality of parallel 
processes described in the DIDL1 are executed in synchro 
nization. At this time, for the first parallel process that is 
shown by a first parallel description and has a plurality of 
data inputs, data with the same latency from input into the 
system are inputted into the plurality of data inputs. For 
example, data with the same latency as data (system input 
variables) that is inputted into the system and is defined as 
data that is not processed by other parallel processes is used. 
When terminal conditions, for example, conditions such as 
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a predetermined number of iterations for which the parallel 
processing is repeatedly executed, or whether a result of the 
parallel processing described in the DIDL 1 has reached a 
predetermined value, are satisfied in step 73, the result of the 
simulation is outputted in step 74. By these steps, it is 
possible to simulate the operation of the hardware described 
by the DIDL 1 without depending on the hardware. 
0073. As described above, the present invention proposes 
a definition file including a plurality of parallel descriptions 
that respectively define a plurality of parallel processes 
performed independently in synchronization, and in the 
parallel descriptions that have a plurality of data inputs, data 
with the same latency from input into the system is inter 
preted as being Supplied to the plurality of data inputs. 
Parallel processes are described in the definition file that 
describes parallel processes can be understood to be a 
hardware description file, and since the hardware itself does 
not appear, the definition file can be understood a hardware 
description with no hardware dependency. In addition, since 
the definition file includes parallel descriptions, it is possible 
to define an algorithm in a state where a program counter is 
not necessary. 

0074 The definition file included in the present invention 
contains descriptions that are somewhat similar to conven 
tional high-level language but are parallel descriptions that 
have no time order, it is possible to describe the order 
included in the algorithm spatially and not temporally, and 
therefore it is possible to easily and quickly form a parallel 
processing system including a plurality of elements that 
operate in parallel. The definition file included in the present 
invention is especially useful when designing and develop 
ing a parallel processing system where operation units with 
a certain degree of operation functioning, Such as ALUs, are 
disposed in a matrix, and also a reconfigurable data pro 
cessing system where the connections between operation 
units are changed. 

1. A method for forming, in accordance with a definition 
file, a parallel processing system that includes a plurality of 
types of elements that operate in parallel, 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes performed independently, the plurality of 
parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

and the method comprising: 
a first step of generating, based on a hardware library 

in which information on the plurality of types of 
elements is stored, hardware configuration informa 
tion including circuit configurations for executing 
the parallel processes defined by the parallel descrip 
tions of the definition file, the circuit configurations 
including at least one of the plurality of types of 
elements; and 

a second step of adding a delay element to the hardware 
configuration information so that data with a same 
latency from input into the parallel processing sys 
tem are inputted into a plurality of data inputs of a 
circuit configuration for executing the first parallel 
process. 
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2. The method for forming according to claim 1, wherein 
the parallel processing system is reconfigurable to different 
hardware configurations by changing connections between 
the plurality of types of elements and the hardware configu 
ration information includes information showing a plurality 
of different hardware configurations. 

3. The method for forming according to claim 1, wherein 
the plurality of types of elements include a plurality of types 
of operation units of a scale whereby one operation unit is 
capable of processing parallel process defined by one par 
allel description of the definition file. 

4. The method for forming according to claim 1, wherein 
the plurality of types of elements include a plurality of types 
of operation units for executing different operations in byte 
or word units. 

5. The method for forming according to claim 1, wherein 
information on a number of cycles consumed by respective 
types of elements is stored in the hardware library, and 

in the second step, the delay element corresponding to a 
number of cycles consumed by at least one of the 
plurality of types of elements is added. 

6. The method for forming according to claim 1, wherein 
the plurality of parallel descriptions include a second par 
allel description that defines a second parallel process 
including shared processing that is common to at least part 
of a third parallel process defined by a third parallel descrip 
tion, 

in the first step, a shared circuit configuration including at 
least one of the plurality of types of elements is 
generated for the shared processing, and 

in the second step, the delay element is added to a circuit 
configuration for executing a difference between the 
second parallel process and the shared processing as the 
circuit configuration for executing the first parallel 
process. 

7. An apparatus for forming, in accordance with a defi 
nition file, a parallel processing system that includes a 
plurality of types of elements that operate in parallel, 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes performed independently, the plurality of 
parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

the apparatus comprising: 

a first means for generating, based on a hardware 
library in which information on the plurality of types 
of elements is stored, hardware configuration infor 
mation including circuit configurations for executing 
the parallel processes defined by the parallel descrip 
tions of the definition file, the circuit configurations 
including at least one of the plurality of types of 
elements; and 

a second means for adding a delay element to the 
hardware configuration information so that data with 
a same latency from input into the parallel process 
ing system are inputted into a plurality of data inputs 
of a circuit configuration for executing the first 
parallel process. 
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8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the 
parallel processing system is reconfigurable to different 
hardware configurations by changing connections between 
the plurality of types of elements and the hardware configu 
ration information includes information showing a plurality 
of different hardware configurations. 

9. A program product for causing a computer to execute 
a process for designing, in accordance with a definition file, 
a system that includes a plurality of types of elements that 
operate in parallel, 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes performed independently, the plurality of 
parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

the process for designing comprising: 

a first step of generating, based on a hardware library 
in which information on the plurality of types of 
elements is stored, hardware configuration informa 
tion including circuit configurations for executing 
the parallel processes defined by the parallel descrip 
tions of the definition file, the circuit configurations 
including at least one of the plurality of types of 
elements; and 

a second step of adding a delay element to the hardware 
configuration information so that data with a same 
latency from input into the parallel processing sys 
tem are inputted into a plurality of data inputs of a 
circuit configuration for executing the first parallel 
process. 

10. A computer-readable recording medium on which a 
definition file is stored, the definition file including a plu 
rality of parallel descriptions that respectively define a 
plurality of parallel processes performed independently and 
in Synchronization by a system that includes a plurality of 
elements that operate in parallel, the plurality of parallel 
descriptions including a first parallel description showing a 
first parallel process with a plurality of data inputs including 
at least one data input into which output data of another 
parallel process is inputted and showing that data with a 
same latency from input into the system are inputted into the 
plurality of data inputs. 

11. The recording medium according to claim 10, wherein 
the plurality of parallel descriptions respectively define a 
plurality of parallel processes to be executed in Synchroni 
zation with a clock for operations by the plurality of ele 
mentS. 

12. A method of simulating, based on a definition file, a 
system that includes a plurality of types of elements that 
operate in parallel, 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes preformed independently, the plurality of 
parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

the method comprising a step of executing a plurality of 
parallel processes defined by the definition file in 
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synchronization, wherein in the step of executing, data 14. A program product for causing a computer to simulate, 
With a same latency from input in the System are based on a definition file, a system that includes a plurality 
inputted into the plurality of data inputs of the first 
parallel process. 

13. A simulator for simulating, based on a definition file, 
a system that includes a plurality of types of elements that 
operate in parallel, 

of types of elements that operate in parallel, 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes preformed independently, the plurality of 

the definition file including a plurality of parallel descrip- parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tions that respectively define a plurality of parallel 
processes performed independently, the plurality of 
parallel descriptions including a first parallel descrip 
tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

tion showing a first parallel process with a plurality of 
data inputs including at least one data input into which 
output data of another parallel process is inputted, 

wherein when the computer simulates a step of executing 
a plurality of parallel processes defined by the defini 
tion file in Synchronization, data with a same latency 
from input in the system are inputted into the plurality 
of data inputs of the first parallel process. 

the simulator comprising a means of executing a plurality 
of parallel processes defined by the definition file in 
synchronization, wherein in the means of executing, 
data with a same latency from input in the system are 
inputted into the plurality of data inputs of the first 
parallel process. k . . . . 


